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ABSTRACT 

EL-SAMAK, ALI, A., Masters : June : [2020], Material Science and Technology 

Title: Designing Flexible and Porous Polystyrene/Silver Doped Zinc Oxide 

Nanocomposite Fiber Sorbents for Oil/Water Separation. 

Supervisor of Thesis: Prof. Mariam, A., Al-Maadeed. 

The aim of this work is to fabricate hydrophobic porous nanocomposite with 

enhanced oil adsorption capacity and multifunctional features including antibacterial 

and photocatalytic effect. Zinc oxide (ZnO) and silver doped zinc oxide (Ag-ZnO) 

nanomaterials are fabricated by sol-gel method and added to polystyrene (PS) fibers 

which are fabricated by solvent induced phase separation process coupled with 

electrospinning. 

The structure and morphology of the nanomaterials and polymer nanocomposites are 

characterized through scanning electron microscopy (SEM), tunneling electron 

microscopy (TEM), Fourier-transform infrared spectrospy (FTIR), energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS), X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies, and X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS). These techniques are capable of confirming distribution of the 

nanomaterials within the nanocomposite, hence highlighting the effect of the 

polymer/filler interfacial interactions. The significance of this work is the enhancement 

of the mechanical, thermal, and wettability properties of PS through the successful 

incorporation of the nanomaterials. These tests were carried out using universal testing 

machine, thermogravimetric, and optical contact angle respectively. In addition, the 

maximum absorption capacity of the sorbent reached 68.54 g/g, 61.23 g/g, and 58.41 

g/g for mineral oil, engine oil, and olive oil respectively. In addition to displaying 

excellent anti-fouling resistance and photocatalytic activity, the prepared polymer 
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nanocomposite exhibited good mechanical strength with young’s modulus amounting 

to 2.77 MPa, which is a sought after property in the oil/water separation related 

industries.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Polymer based materials are widely utilized due to their distinctive properties, 

such as lightweight, ductility, and ease of production. Since polymers lack strength and 

high modulus in comparison to metals and ceramics, micro/nano materials are often 

added to them to enhance their properties. The inclusion of materials into a polymeric 

host to enhance their properties and provide new modified ones has extensive research 

interest. Therefore, a new class of materials has emerged, known as Polymer 

Nanocomposites (PNC). Typically, the nanomaterials, which are introduced to 

polymers have dimensions in the range of 1-100 nm. Nanoscale reinforcements provide 

elevated properties through the increase of mechanical strength, chemical durability, 

thermal stability, and novel behavior such as anti-bacterial effect, electric conductivity 

and photocatalytic activity [1, 2]. 

Polystyrene (PS) is a class of amorphous thermoplastic polymers which is easily 

fabricated with molecular weight (Mw) ranging between 100,000-400,000 g/mol [3]. 

The increase in Mw reinforces the tensile strength and elongation at break [3], these 

properties coupled with the malleability, chemical stability, and wettability is what 

allows PS to stand as one of the best polymers for oil/water separation. Furthermore, 

PS mimics the lotus leaf Nelumbo nuciefa [4], which is a natural material that exhibits 

super hydrophobic capabilities, with water contact angle greater than 150°, while its 

oleophilic property is shown through its interaction with organic solvents, such as 

hexane with contact angle of ~0° [5]. The high hydrophobicity will allow PS to interact 

with oil and water differently through retaining oil, and allowing water to move freely 

through the polymer matrix. Additionally, wettability of the material is highly 

dependent on two main features, 1) the surface tension of the liquid, and 2) the geometry 

and surface chemistry of the material [6, 7]. The latter property can be effortlessly 
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manipulated in the case of PS, depending on the technique used to fabricate the 

polymer. Current research established the usage of PS as a successful oil sorbent. 

However, for PS to be considered as a potential oil-water separator, it must also have 

high uptake capacity, durability in aqueous media, reusability, and recoverability of 

absorbed oil. 

In this thesis, we report the importance of nanomaterials addition to fabricate 

PS nanocomposite fibers. The metal oxide nanoparticles include zinc oxide (ZnO with 

~ 50 nm average size) and silver-doped zinc oxide (Ag-ZnO with ~ 50 nm average 

size). The nanocomposites were fabricated using straightforward nonaqueous sol-gel 

route and the electrospinning technique. The reason behind utilizing the 

aforementioned materials in this project is due to the reported fiber formation and high 

oil absorption properties of PS. In order to improve the oil/water separation efficiency 

and oil absorption capacity, we opted to utilize ZnO and Ag due to their non-toxic, low 

cost, anti-bacterial and photocatalytic properties. Additionally, electrospinning was 

utilized due to its importance in fabricating highly porous fibers through the mixed 

solvent method, which dissolves PS in chlorobenzene and dimethyl sulfoxide solvents 

to form a rather uniform and highly porous structure. The porous structure imparts the 

high hydrophobic surface of the fibrous mats, thus increasing the oil selectively of the 

fibers while repelling water.  

In fact, the synthesis of non-agglomerated ZnO within the polymer matrix was 

only possible due to the sol-gel method. ZnO is known for its application in 

photocatalysis due to its physical and chemical stability, low toxicity and production 

cost, and high oxidative capacity [8-10]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

time silver doped ZnO is added to PS matrix as a filler to provide mechanical, thermal, 

and chemically stability, in combination with anti-bacterial and photocatalytic activity. 
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The addition of Ag is known to enhance the photocatalytic activity of nanocrystalline 

photocatalysts due to its electronic and optical properties [11, 12]. Furthermore, Ag is 

also known for its anti-bacterial activity through its strong inhibitory and bactericidal 

effect, ;leading to a decrease in biofouling rates faced by common oil/water separators 

[13]. 

Generally, the fabrication of efficient polymer nanocomposites (PNC) is 

challenging, especially in retaining the beneficial polymer properties and optimizing 

the addition of nanomaterials to enhance current properties and provide novel ones. To 

produce a highly sorbent polymer matrix, it must consist of a uniform and 

macro/nanoporous structure, which in turn increases roughness, leading to a 

superhydrophobic surface [14]. In the case of strong, stable, and efficient PNC, the 

nanomaterials must be well dispersed within the matrix [15]. The dispersion level relies 

heavily on the agglomeration factor of the fabricated nanoparticles [16]. Therefore, a 

concentration ranging from 1-3 wt.% of ZnO/Ag hybrid nanomaterial was selected [17]. 

It is expected that this range of nanomaterials is optimal for the increase in mechanical 

and thermal stability, while also providing new anti-bacterial and photocatalytic 

properties. As shown by Georgekuttyl et al. [17] the fabrication of ZnO doped with a 

Ag percentage higher than 3 wt.% will cause an increase in the crystallite size of the 

Ag particle in comparison to the ZnO. This leads to poor integration and agglomeration 

of the nanomaterials. The advantages behind filler modifications such as doping 

consists of strong effect on structural integrity, and increase in morphological 

properties, yet the addition of the fillers must be optimized to ensure maximum benefit 

without hindering the polymer matrix [18]. 

We have successfully fabricated doped PS polymer nanocomposite through a 

two-stage fabrication process. The first stage consisted of synthesizing the 
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nanomaterials using simple sol-gel method; the second stage consisted of utilizing the 

electrospinning technique to produce uniformly dispersed PNC, the combination of 

both methods highlights the efficiency to generate less aggregated nanoparticles and 

porous fibrous composite. The produced material possessed higher thermal stability, 

uniform morphology, mechanical strength, higher hydrophobicity, and an increase in 

sorption capacity in comparison to plain PS. The composites also showed strong 

photocatalytic and anti-bacterial functions. Moreover, nanomaterials also increased the 

Young’s Modulus and elongation at break of the PS polymer matrix. The improved 

hydrophobicity, mechanical strength and anti-bacterial activity of the fabricated PNCs 

could permit their utilization as sorbents or membranes in wastewater treatment 

application with great potential. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Polymer nanocomposites 

The last decade witnessed an increase in number of nanomaterials reported in 

the scientific literature. Their presence within a polymer, even with very low quantity, 

can lead to substantial property enhancement, and possible development of new 

properties. Nanomaterials are defined as materials with at least one of their dimensions 

in the nanoscale (1 nm to 100 nm). They are generally divided into layers (1 

dimensional), tubes (2 dimensional), and particles (3 dimensional), depending on the 

number of dimensions they possess at the nanoscale [19]. PNCs are a class of materials 

comprising of a mixture of two or more materials (one is in nano dimension) with 

separated crystal phase. PNCs can be applied also as a coating layer through its 

deposition on selected substrates to behave as a supportive entity [20, 21]. PNCs are 

used commercially due to their enhanced properties, with their most common form 

being nanoclays, which was firstly used by Toyota as nylon 6-clay in their hybrid car 

systems [22]. Nano-oxides represent another viable class of nanomaterials that was 

studied extensively in literature, including ZnO, TiO2, and SiO2 and are commonly used 

to provide UV protection, self-cleaning, and tailored geometrical structures [23]. The 

performance of nanomaterials largely depends on the multiple nanoparticles’ features, 

including size, aspect ratio, surface area, compatibility and dispersion within the used 

matrix; however, lower filler loading of nanoparticles is always preferred [24]. 

Although, all aforementioned parameters are important, the extremely high surface area 

is the leading factor in changing the composition gradient, crystallinity, and mobility 

charge of the PNCs, leading to an enhanced overall performance of the designed 

material [25]. Polymers also adhere to a set of requirements to produce a successful 

PNC. The two main requirements are a) good compatibility between the polymer and 

the nanoparticle surface (optimum surface tension), and b) maximum dispersion of 
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nanoparticles within the polymeric surface. These requirements can be achieved 

through low agglomeration, similar surface energy of the polymer matrix and the 

nanoparticles, low polymer viscosity, and high mixing efficiency [24].  

2.2 Polystyrene background 

PS was the first  fabricated synthetic polymer, and one of the most in demand 

thermoplastics globally [26]. It is an aromatic hydrocarbon polymer, with a monomeric 

base of styrene (vinyl benzene). The physical characteristic of PS includes brittleness 

and hardness and it is fabricated as either solid or foam. The combination of low price 

per unit weight, and the ability to polymerize styrene through all known mechanisms 

(radically, anionically, and cationically) is what makes PS a lucrative thermoplastic in 

the global market [27]. General property description of PS is shown in table 1 [27]. 

The discovery of PS took place in 1839, by German scientist Eduard Simon, 

through the extraction of resin from Liquidambar styracifua, an American sweetgum 

tree. The 1940’s witnessed the first commercial use of PS through the production of 

Styrofoam as it is stable, lightweight, and an insulator [28]. To overcome the initial 

brittleness of PS, Ostromislensky and Coworkers decided to incorporate polybutadiene 

within its structure in the 1950’s to produce what is known as impact modified 

polystyrene (IPS). This commercialized a tougher PS, with multiple small cracks within 

its structure to absorb high energy forces [29, 30]. 
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Table 1. Description of PS properties. 

Property Unit Value 

Density g cm-3 1.05 

Glass transition temperature ℃ 100 

Tensile strength kPa 230-330 

Elongation at yield % 1.5-3.0 % 

Water absorption when immersed in water after 7 days, after 28 

days vol. % 

0.5-1.5, 1.0-

3.0 

 

The first usage of PS resins as a sorbent was reported in 1963, where Ayerts et 

al. patented sulfonated PS resins that allow the removal of metal contaminants from 

petroleum oil. These metal contaminants in crude oil presents an undesirable feature. 

Therefore, the usage of PS as a granular resin allowed the removal of metal complexes 

including nickel and vanadium through salt formation on the surface of the PS sorbent 

[31]. 

Kondoh et al. [32] fabricated synthetic polymer suitable for waste water 

treatment, by removing oils floating on the water surface. The research was based on 

the difference in contact angle between the polymer and oil/water. The wider contact 

angle between the water and polymer does not allow water sorption, while the narrower 

contact angle between oil and polymer allowed oil adhesion on the polymer surface. PS 

was one of the main polymers Kondoh’s research group suggested for oil removal as 

preliminary records proved total oil removal from the surface of the water. 

Zhu et al. [33] reported the fabrication and design of polyvinylchloride 

(PVC)/PS oil sorbent by the electrospinning method. The fabricated sorbent achieved 

a sorption capacity 9 times higher than that of commercially used polypropylene 

sorbent. The sorption mechanism can be attributed to adsorption and absorption 

mechanisms, as the adhesion of the oil particles can be found within the voids and on 
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the surface of the sorbent. Lin et al. [34] also developed PS fibers for oil spill clean-up 

and sea water treatment through electrospinning process and the fibers separated sea 

water from motor oil at a capacity of 113.87 g/g. This was slightly lower than the 

achievements from Zhu’s group, who recorded a motor oil sorption of 146 g /g. Lin, 

proved that it is possible to use PS alone as a sorbent for oil removal while still 

achieving high sorption values. His work showed that PS fibers with a smaller fiber 

diameter and smoother surface have higher sorption capacity, in comparison to PS 

fibers with a larger fiber diameter and rough surface. However, both groups neglected 

the need of mechanical robustness and reusability, which is a crucial aspect to oil/water 

separating devices in the industry. 

Wu et al. [35] presented the first doped PS fiber for oil removal application, 

demonstrating superhydrophobic and olephilic properties. The carbon nanotubes 

doping exhibited an increase in sorption capacity and reusability for the fibers which is 

attributed to the enhanced fiber characteristics provided by introducing CNTs to the 

matrix. These properties included increase in porosity, surface area, water contact 

angle, reusability and oleophilic nature of the PS fiber with maximum sorption capacity 

of water oil at 112 g/g. Yet, the need of an anti-bacterial oil/water separator remains 

unanswered, hence bacteria found in oil/water emulsion lead to quick membrane 

deterioration. 

2.3 Polystyrene nanocomposites  

2.3.1 Nanomaterials fabrication 

Nanomaterials can be used to modify the polymer’s properties. Nanomaterials 

must have at least one of its dimensions in the nanoscale, while its morphology vary 

from tubular, spherical, to flower-like shapes [36]. For instance, the addition of trace 

amounts of iron oxide nanoparticles increases the oil absorption capabilities of a 

polymer through the reduction of surface repulsive forces [37].  
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Other forms of nanoreinforcements have been explored in literature, providing 

mechanical, thermal and chemical stability. One of the highly used nanomaterial is 

carbon nanotubes (CNT) as its crystallographic structure allows it to act as a filtrate for 

a wide range of water pollutants, including toxic metal traces and oils [38]. The increase 

in stability of polymeric matrix reflects in the increase in glass transition temperature. 

This indicates an increase in crystallinity of the polymer. Table 2 shows the different 

nanocomposites and their effect on the crystallinity of its polymeric host. 

 

Table 2. Glass transition shift due to nanomaterials addition 

Polymer Nanofiller Tg change Reference

Polystyrene single walled CNT 3 [39] 

Polydimethyl siloxane Silica (2.5 nm) 10 [40] 

Polypropylene 

carbonate Nanoclay (4 wt%) 13 [41] 

Polyimide Multi walled CNT (1-6 wt%) 4 to 8 [42] 

 

In general, metal oxide nanomaterials are well established in the field of 

research due to their surface modification capabilities, mechanical properties, and high 

surface area. ZnO is a primary example of functional nanomaterial that has been 

incorporated successfully into polymeric matrices. Additionally, ZnO is relatively 

cheap with very low toxicity values [43]. Different fabrication methods for ZnO include 

coprecipitation [44], chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [45], and sol-gel methods [46]. 

Although, the coprecipitation method allows uniform particles distribution, it also 

increases the impurities induced by the different melting points of the starting materials 

[44]. CVD is also an advanced method that allows for the design of unique ZnO 

nanoparticles. However, it is a fabrication technique that requires multiple complex 

steps, sophisticated equipment, and rigorous experimental set up [47]. 
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By using the sol-gel method, the fabrication of ZnO nanoparticles is considered 

low-cost, reliable, repeatable and simple [48].  In comparison to the aforementioned 

techniques, sol-gel method is straightforward and it allows improved control of the 

particle morphology through hydrolysis and condensation reactions [49]. The sol-gel 

method starts with the hydrolyzation of metal organic reactants in an organic solvent, 

followed by the condensation of the hydrolyzed species with either water or alcohol. 

The drying of the reactants at ambient conditions produce xerogel, which is calcined at 

optimal temperature to decompose to nano particles. 

2.3.2 Porous material fabrication 

PS is a polymer with multiple synthetic routes, depending on the property, 

morphology, and application needed. It can be polymerized through anionic, cationic, 

and radical polymerization. Its preparation as an effective sorbent for water treatment 

can be initiated through extrusion, melt-spinning, wet-spinning, and electrospinning 

[50-52]. While both melt and wet-spinning are capable of preparing PS fibers with 

interesting structure feature, they still require multiple stages for the PS sorbent to 

achieve the application stage. Secondary and usually tertiary treatment are needed to 

obtain the required structure, such as coagulation, stretching, washing, casting, and 

drying [53]. On the other hand, electrospinning requires no further preparation steps, as 

it is a simple and direct technique used to produce fiber mats to utilize within oil/water 

treatment applications. 

Electrospinning is a versatile technique to fabricate continuous fibers ranging 

from nanometers to micrometers in diameter [54, 55]. Additionally, the simplicity of 

the electrospinning process and controllable feature of the fabricated fiber highlights 

the appeal of it as a technique for oil sorbent fabrication [56]. 

The electrospinning process begins with applying high voltage to polymer 
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solution in order to manipulate its surface tension. After reaching a certain voltage 

threshold, the polymer solution morphs into a semicircular surface known as the Taylor 

Cone [57-59]. The ejected solution consequently forms a direct path, which is further 

stretched due to the instability caused by the presence of the collector leading to the 

dissolution of the liquid into fiber. Applied voltage, flow rate, polymer viscosity and 

the distance between the needle and the collector are all factors that affect the size and 

morphology of the fabricated fiber [60]. This process is clearly demonstrated in Figure 

1 [61-67].  

 

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the electrospinning process 

2.4 Surface wettability  

Fabricating materials with an optimized high wettability characteristic has great 

significance in the separation of oil and water [68]. The wettability of a solid surface 

represents a macroscopic interaction between the liquid and the substrate material. 

Wettability is measured by quantifying the contact angle (CA), of a liquid drop on a 

solid surface and air medium as seen in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Different contact angle on a solid surface, representing the interaction 

between the liquid droplet and the substrate. 

A substrate is considered hydrophobic if the water contact angle is above 90°, 

and hydrophilic if the water contact angle is below 90°. In the case of certain substrates 

such as sorbents and membranes, special wettability is used to describe the solid/liquid 

interaction.  

For example, the material is super hydrophobic when it is extremely repellent to water 

[69], and superoleophilic when the material is highly adhesive to oil [70].  

The most common technique for studying the mechanism behind wettability is 

the usage of Young’s equation: 

  (1) 

The equation is used when the substrate is homogeneous with a smooth surface, 

it calculates the contact angle based on the surface tension between solid and liquid 

, between solid and gas , and between liquid and gas  [71]. The 

aforementioned equation can be derived through minimizing the interfacial Gibbs free 

energy, or through balancing the air/liquid/solid triple phase boundary line. 

2.5 Oil absorption and water treatment 

Wide range of materials can be employed as oil spill reducers, including 

adsorbents, solidifiers and boomers [72]. Whereas flotation, centrifugation, membrane 
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separation and absorption are applied in wastewater treatment [73]. Absorption is a 

flexible technique that is applied to a variety of water treatment applications. For 

example, Sokker et al. [74] concluded that chitosan based polyacrylamide hydrogel was 

successful at removing oil from aqueous solution at pH ~ 3 with absorption capacity of 

2.3 g/g, , albeit less absorption (1.8 g/g) capacity of crude oil within seawater. The 

decrease in the latter case is attributed to the effect of various cations present in 

seawater, leading to difference in osmotic pressure and absorption tendency. Table 3 

summarizes different studies on sorbent materials. 
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Table 3. Various sorbent properties. 

Type of 

sorbent Structure Type of oil Sorption capacity g/g Reusability References

Clay Granular 

Diesel, and 

hydraulic oil, 

Engine oil 

5.2-7.2, 2.2-3.6, 2.1-

3.6 no [75] 

Polypropylene Porous discs 

Crude oil, 

and 

petroleum 

products 10.1-16 30 cycles [76] 

Butylrubber 

Macroporous 

gel 

Crude oil, 

and olive oil 33-38, 24-27 20 cycles [77] 

Walnut shell 

media Granular 

mieral oil, 

vegetable oil, 

bright-edge 

oil 0.56, 0.58, 0.74 yes [78] 

Cotton fibre  Fibre 

Crude oil, 

and tested on 

water surface 

and 

separately in 

oil bath. 30-40 3 cycles [79] 

 

 Li et al. [80] fabricated superhydrophobic microporous polymers with high 

selectivity. The open pore structure and high surface hydrophobicity of the polymer 

allowed the removal of oil and non-polar solvents, with no water absorption. Oil 

absorption can be calculated using the following equation (2). 

 

 (2) 

The oil absorption capacity is presented as Q, m represents the weight after 
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absorption, mo represents the original sorbent weight. The mechanism behind 

oil/sorbent interaction can be classified into two; absorption and adsorption. While the 

latter refers to surface interaction, which is attributed to the accumulation of oil on the 

liquid/solid surface, the former mechanism involves the penetration into the sorbent 

material, especially for porous or hollow structure [81]. It is believed that both scenarios 

can occur simultaneously. Wahi et al. [82] suggest that the main absorption mechanisms 

occurring within porous structures are diffusion, agglomeration, and capillary action. 

Capillary action is mainly found in sorbents with hair like features, as the sorbate uses 

intermolecular forces to travel because of capillary pressure and surface tension [83]. 

The nanocomposites proposed in this work mainly follow both of these mechanisms 

and act as better oil absorbers, thus efficiently separating oil from contaminated water 

samples. Additionally, this work focuses on overcoming the limitation of previously 

reported work, hence it is clear from table 3 that most oil sorbents currently utilized 

either have a low sorption capacity or a low reusability, therefore the aim of this work 

is to overcome that gap through producing a reusable fiber nanocomposite with a high 

oil absorption capacity. 
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

This chapter introduces the materials used in the preparation of the nanoparticles 

and the nanocomposite porous fibers. The first section of this chapter outlines the 

procedures and methods used to produce the samples, including nonaqueous sol-gel 

method to prepare nanomaterials and electrospinning to prepare the final PNC fibers.  

The second section will discuss the characterization techniques used to evaluate the 

structural, morphological, mechanical, thermal, photocatalytic, antibacterial and oil 

sorption capabilities.  

3.1 Materials 

Zinc acetate dihydrate, silver nitrate, oxalic acid, ethanol, chlorobenzene and 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Polystyrene (PS, Mw 

~350000 g/mol) pellets were also commercially obtained from Sigma Aldrich. All the 

reagents and chemicals were used as such without any additional chemical treatments.  

3.2 Sample preparation 

3.2.1 Preparation of ZnO and Ag doped ZnO powders  

Sol-gel is a nonaqueous process which promotes the production of controlled 

and uniform metal oxide nanoparticles in organic solvents [84]. Firstly, 2.75 g of zinc 

acetate was dissolved in ethanol (125 mL) at 60 ℃ for 30 minutes. A second solution 

consisting of 3.14 g of oxalic acid was dissolved in ethanol (50 mL) and was slowly 

added to the zinc acetate solution. The mixture was stirred for 2 h, forming a thick white 

colloidal semi-gel, which was left to dry overnight at 80 ℃. The dried residue was 

further calcined at 400 ℃ for 2 hours at a 5 ℃ per minute increment using a box furnace 

to produce the ZnO powder, as seen in Figure 3 [17]. The same procedure was followed 

with the addition of 2 wt. % of silver nitrate to the second solution to prepare Ag doped 

ZnO powder. 
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Figure 3. The preparation of the dried xerogel before the calcination step.  

3.2.2 Preparation of polystyrene nanocomposites 

A series of  PS solutions comprising of different concentrations of 

nanocomposites (1 wt.%, 2 wt.%, and 3 wt.% weight per volume) were prepared 

following the work of Chen et al. using nonsolvent-induced phase separation (NIPS) 

[14]. The specific concentrations are adopted by considering the reported percolation 

threshold values as beyond 3 wt.% the nanomaterials tend to agglomerate within the 

polymer which limits their enhancing effects. This method involves premixing 

nonsolvent polymer solutions at a specific concentration that does not cause phase 

separation until the electrospinning stage. Once the electrospinning begins, the phases 

separate due to change in volatility between solvent and non-solvent, forming a porous 

structure as seen in Figure 4 [85, 86]. The solutions consisted of 300 mg/ml of PS that 

dissolved in a chlorobenzene and dimethyl sulfoxide cosolvent, at a 7 mL to 3 mL ratio. 

The final solution was magnetically stirred for 12 h at 60 ℃. Once the solution was 

homogenized, the nanoparticles at specific concentration predispersed in the same 

solvent by bath sonication (60 min) were added and magnetically stirred at 350 rpm 
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overnight. 

3.2.3 Electrospinning of treated polystyrene solution 

The electrospinning operation was carried out by TL-01 model which is shown 

in Figure 5, purchased along with its accessories from Tong Li Tech, China. The 

electrospinning process involves utilizing repelling electrostatic forces to overcome the 

surface tension force of the  

Figure 4. The phase separation process occuring due to change in miscibility between 

chlorobenzene and DMSO. 

Ag/ZnO 

PS solution 

Non-solvent evaporation Pores formation 
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Figure 5. Electrospinning model TL-01.  

polymeric solution, causing the liquid ejected from the spinneret to form a continuous 

fine thread [87]. The polymeric fiber fabrication was done at atmospheric pressure and 

at room temperature. The solution was ejected at a controlled feed rate using syringe 

pump with a needle size of G23 as a spinneret. The fibrous mat was collected on an 

aluminum foil attached to a flat metal collector. The process was concluded, once 5 mL 

of the electrospun solution was converted to fiber. Table 4 presents all the common 

variables. These parameters were used due to their success in previous works to form 

the highest distribution of pores within PS fibers. 

 

Table 4. Electrospinning conditions for PS 

Parameter Value 

Concentration 30% w/w 

Flow rate 0.7-1.0 mL/h 

Voltage 10.0-12.0 KV 

Temperature/pressure ambient 

Distance 15 cm 

 

3.3 Characterization techniques 

3.3.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

 X-ray diffraction is a high-resolution, non-destructive, analytical technique that 

is limited to an absorption depth of 10 µm. It determines the phase identification of 

crystalline material and studies the influence of different preparation methods on the 

lattice constant [88]. The strongest form of constructive diffraction interference occurs 

when the incident electromagnetic radiation is in the same phase as the interatomic 

distance (d) in the lattice structure; which is known as Bragg’s law as seen in Figure 6. 
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  (3) 

Equation 3 represents the Bragg equation, where  is the wavelength of the 

radiation,  is the angle between the lattice and incident beam, while n is an integer 

number [89]. 

 

Figure 6. The geometric derivation of Bragg’s law. Constructive interference occurs 

when the value of a1 + a2 is an integer multiplied with the wavelength. 

The XRD technique was used to analyze both nanomaterials and 

nanocomposites. In this work used PANalytical Empyrean diffractometer was used as 

seen in Figure 7, generating X-ray through a copper anode with Kα of 1.54 nm 

wavelength.  The scattering angle was measured from 10⁰ to 90⁰ at a scan step size of 

0.013 ⁰ per minute. The applied voltage was 45 V and the tube current was 40 mA. 
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Figure 7. X-ray diffractometer model PANalytical Empyrean diffractometer. 

3.3.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a sensitive quantitative technique used to 

determine the elemental composition, empirical formula and electronic state of the 

samples. The detection depth of this technique is between 1-10 nm, and it is initiated 

through the irradiation of X-rays in ultrahigh vacuum conditions. Followed by using a 

spectrometer as a detector to determine the kinetic energy and number of excited 

electrons, plots are made from intensity signal as a function of the samples’ binding 

energy [90]. Around 5-10 mg of the prepared nanomaterials samples were placed within 

the instrument, which were then tested at ultra-high vacuum under 10-8 torr), leading to 

the generation of high resolution spectrum of intensity varying with binding energy 

(eV), hence the binding energy is considered a finger print like property which is unique 

to each element. 

3.3.3 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

FTIR is an analysis techniques which determines the compounds present within 
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the sample based on an IR absorbance range from (4000 – 400 cm-1). The instrument 

used in this work is the 760 Nicolet FTIR model as seen in Figure 8, which enabled the 

determination of organic and inorganic function groups based on their unique IR 

frequency. 

 

3.3.4 Scanning electron microscopy/Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

SEM/EDX 

Scanning electron microscope is a microscope that uses focused electron beams 

instead of light, to scan the surface of the sample, and produces an image with an 

extremely high resolution. Electron/sample interaction produces different forms of 

signals with the most important signal produced from the backscattered secondary 

electrons (SE). SE reveals multiple characteristics, including surface topography, 

chemical composition and morphology [91]. 

Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy EDX is an accessory included in most 

modern SEMs. Its objective entails exciting an inner shell electron from the sample by 

Figure 8. FTIR spectrophotometer model 760 Nicolet. 
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bombarding it with an electron beam which is demonstrated in Figure 9. Subsequently, 

causing an electron from a higher energy shell to substitute the previously excited 

electron. Leading to a fingerprint signal formed by the electron traveling between 

shells, EDX is capable of depicting the results in both spectrum and map form [92]. 

 

Figure 9. Simplified illustration of the SEM mechanism. 

The SEM instrument used in this work was Nova Nano SEM 450 as seen in 

Figure 10 with a voltage capability ranging from 200 V to 30 kV. The fiber samples 

required pre-treatment which included sputtering a thin layer of gold particles on the 

surface to increase the interaction between the beam and the sample. 
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Figure 10. Scanning electron microscope/EDX instrument, model Nova Nano SEM 

4.0. 

3.3.5 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

Transmission electron microscopy is another form of microscopy technique. 

The sample should be with a thickness less than 100 nm. The morphology of the sample 

is observed with TEM by the transmittance of the electron through the sample. The 

resolution of this technique is up to 0.1 nm, which enables the investigation of the lattice 

crystal at the atomic scale. Bright field is the common imaging mode used to determine 

defective and structural changes at the atomic scale. However, the dark field can also 

be used and both imaging modes determine amplitude and diffraction, contrasting 

within the sample [93]. 
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TECNAI G2 TEM, TF20 model was used in this work as seen in Figure 11, to 

confirm the morphology, structure, and to determine the change in lattice parameters 

when different nanocomposites were prepared.  The samples were placed on a 3 mm 

copper grid, followed by the bombardment of electrons by Argon ions accelerated at 

200 kV. 

 

Figure 11. Transmission electron microscope, model TECNAI TF20. 

3.3.6 Mechanical properties testing 

The mehcanical properties of the fibers were tested using Lloyd materials 

testing instrument by AMETEK as seen in Figure 12. The elongation, tensile strength, 

and Youngs modulus were automatically calculated through the universal test 

machines. The fiber was cut into a rectangular 2 cm x 5 cm dimensions, 0.7 mm average 

thickness and placed between both holders. The sample was pulled at a constant rate of 

2 mm/min, thus generating a strain Vs. stress graph that enables the derivation of the 

aforementioned mechanical properties [94]. 
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Figure 12. Universal test machines - up to 5 kN. 

3.3.7 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

Thermogravimetric analysis is a form of thermal analysis that measures the 

change in mass over time as a function of temperature increase. This technique can be 

used to assess multiple characteristics, including phase transition, thermal 

decomposition and solid/gas reactions [95]. 

Perkin Elmer TGA4000 thermogravimetric analyzer was used as seen in Figure 

13 at a temperature ranging from 30 ℃ to 800 ℃, with a constant temperature increase 

at a rate of 10 ℃ per minute. The aim is to record the maximum temperature at which 
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the fiber samples can withhold their chemical composition before degrading. 

 

Figure 13. Thermogravimetric analysier, Perkin Elmer model 4000.  

3.3.8 Hydrophobicity test 

The degree of hydrophobicity was evaluated through determining the contact 

angle measurements according to the sessile drop method. The Young-Laplace model 

was used to determine the contact angle, which is directly correlated to the surface 

roughness of the prepared samples [96], using the OCA35 system as seen in Figure 14, 

in addition to CCD camera, which were required to capture the droplet accumulation 

on the samples surface. Up to 3 μL of water was placed above the sorbent sample, 

followed by a 3-second grace period before the contact angle was calculated, to allow 

for the thermodynamic equilibrium between the sample and the droplet to be achieved. 

The tests were repeated at least 3 times at different locations on the substrate to 

determine the mean value for the contact angle of the substrates, this test was conducted 

to determine the change in hydrophobicity which directly correlates to the change in 

surface roughness of the test samples [14, 97]. 
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Figure 14. Contact angle goniometer, OCA system model 35. 

3.3.9 Oil/water separation test 

The oil/water separation test consisted of preparing engine oil with a 

concentration of 50 ppm to replicate oily conditions of industrial wastewater. The 

solution was sonicated and heated to allow for homogeneity of oil in water. The 

separation was carried out as seen in the set up in Figure 15, the fiber used had a 

thickness of 15 mm, with an external pump allowing 5 ml/s flow rate of the solution. 

Sorbent recyclability was also tested with multiple separation sessions on the same 

fibrous PS nanocomposite. The organic content of the solution was analysed using the 

total organic carbon (TOC) instrument, model TOC-L, from Shimazu, China. 
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Figure 15. Oil/water separation set up; a) presents the set up before separation, b) 

presents the set up after oil capture by the test fibers. 

3.4.0 Fiber biofouling testing 

The antibacterial properties of the fibers were tested using common bacteria, 

Staphylococcus aureus. The bacteria was lab grown according to the research of Sabri 

et al. [98] followed by the incubation of the membrane samples within the bacterial 

solution for 24 h at 37 ⁰C. Further preparation steps were done through membrane 

analysis using SEM characterization, such as paraformaldehyde cross-fixing, to ensure 

the preservation of the cells morphology. The bacteria was diluted 5 times, suspended 

and stained with 4 μg/ml 4,6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole (DAPI). DAPI is a specific 

stain for DNA in cells, which offers better detection and certainty. Therefore, the 

stained bacterial suspension was counted using a hemocytometer as seen in Figure 16, 

by injecting 10 μl of the sample inside the hemocytometer groove. Cells in the middle 

hemocytometer squares were manually counted at 60X magnification using Olympus 

fluorescent microscope, and the average number of cells was obtained through equation 

4: 
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	 	 	 ∗ ∗  

(4) 

The total cell count represents an estimation of the amount of cells grown on 

the polymer nanocomposite material, the average number of cells represents the cells 

counted using the microscope, the dilution factor used in this experiment was a factor 

of 5, and the hemocytometer constant is 104.  

3.4.1 Photocatalytic studies 

The UV-Visible spectroscopy is an analytical technique used for quantitative 

measurement of wide range of chemicals, including transitional metals and conjugated 

organic compounds. This instrument is capable of detecting chemicals found in the 

electromagnetic spectrum, from a range of 200-400 nm (ultraviolet range) and 400-800 

nm (visible range) [99]. The purpose of this instrument is to determine the effectiveness 

of the prepared samples in degrading common toxic organic compounds, through 

monitoring the reduction in concentration of the organics with respect to their exposure 

time to the prepared samples through equation 5: 

 (5) 

Where A represents the absorbance transmitted by the sample, ε is the molar 

absorption coefficient, c is the molar concentration and l is the optical path length. Both 

Figure 16. Hemocytometer for manual cell counting 
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c and l are constants, therefore the change in absorbance will have direct correlation to 

the change in concentration of the test subject. 

The photocatalytic efficiency of the polymer nanocomposite was evaluated 

through the degradation of rosindulin dye. The experimental details were as follows: 

10 mg of fibrous material was placed in a 50 mL beaker of 10 mg/L rosindulin aqueous 

solution. Followed by reaching adsorption equilibrium through placing the mixture in 

the dark for 1 hour. Subsequently, the solution was irradiated under direct sunlight for 

a period of 6 hours, while 4 ml was withdrawn from the solution after each hour. The 

UV/Visble spectroscopy was carried out via (Biochrom libra model S50) seen in Figure 

17, at the range of 300-600 nm. With an average sunlight intensity of 70,000 – 90,000 

lux striking the solution.  

 

Figure 17. Ultraviolet/visible spectroscope, Biochrom Libra model S50. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter introduces the physical and chemical analysis of the ZnO and Ag-

doped ZnO nanomaterials. Followed by the detailed analysis of five PS nanocomposites 

(PS, PS/ZnO, PS/Ag-ZnO (1-3 wt.%)). Finally, we discuss the enhanced properties of 

the prepared nanocomposites and its morphological correlation to oil/water separation 

efficiency. 

4.1 Structural characterization of nanomaterials  

 In this section, the structural analysis of ZnO and Ag-doped ZnO nanomaterials 

is explained. 

4.1.1 X-Ray diffraction analysis 

Figure 18 shows the XRD patterns of the unmodified and modified ZnO 

nanomaterials. The basis of the figure represents the characteristic patterns of the 

prepared ZnO and Ag in accordance to the database of the used instrument (PANalytical 

Empyrean diffractometer). This comparison led to the confirmation of the presence of 

the crystal structure for both prepared samples.  The formation of the ZnO peaks are in 

accordance to JCPDS 36-1451, as the high intensity ranging from 30-40° belong to the 

(100), (002), and (102) planes. This confirms the common wurtzite structure, which is 

the standard crystal structure of ZnO [17, 100]. Additionally. Three new peaks were 

observed at 38.1º, 44.5º and 64.5º, which respectively correspond to the (111), (200), 

and (220) plane structure. These peaks suggest the presence of Ag in face centered 

cubic (FCC) crystal structure, however, the low intensity of these peaks can be 

attributed to the low cluster formation [92]. During the silver doping, the Ag ions are 

expected to reside within the grain boundaries of the ZnO nanomaterial rather than its 

lattice, as evident by the lack of peak shift in the XRD pattern of the Ag doped ZnO 

sample. This is in accordance with the observation made by Karunakaran and co-

workers [101], whom also found multiple matching peaks, including the 200 peak of 
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face centered cubic phase of metallic Ag at ~44°. 
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4.1.2 XPS analysis 

XPS presents a good tool to analyse the content of the synthesized nanomaterial, 

through identifying its elemental composition. Figure 19 shows the XPS elemental 

analysis spectra with two symmetrical peaks at 1044.81 and 1021.64 eV belonging to 

Zn (2p1/2) and Zn (2p3/2) orbit coupling respectively. An important observation is the 

diversion of the recorded binding energy from the stoichiometric values of 1045.1 eV 

and 1022.1 eV, which is attributed to the charge transfer occurring between the zinc 

and oxygen ions. Figure 20 shows the oxygen spectrum with an asymmetric curve 

indicating two different types of atoms, the O-2 ions of ZnO bond and the one in the 

hydroxyl group [102]. Figure 21 shows binding energy for the silver. The results show 

two peaks at 368.3 eV and 374.3 eV attributed to Ag (3d3/2) and Ag (3d5/2). The 

binding energy difference of 6eV shows the presence of metallic silver in the Ag-ZnO 

sample. Since the electronegativity of Ag is higher than that of Zn, electrons are 

transferred from Zn to Ag, and this causes controlled defect formation in the ZnO lattice 
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Figure 18. XRD pattern of ZnO and Ag-ZnO. 
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[103]. 
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Figure 19. XPS spectra of ZnO and Ag-ZnO, with focus on zinc. 

Figure 20. XPS spectra of ZnO and Ag-ZnO, with focus on oxygen. 

Figure 19. XPS spectra of ZnO and Ag-ZnO, with focus on zinc. 

Figure 20. XPS spectra of ZnO and Ag-ZnO, with focus on oxygen. 
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4.1.3 FTIR analysis 

Figure 22 represents the FTIR spectra of the ZnO and Ag-ZnO nanomaterial in 

the 500-4000 cm-1 range. Peaks near 500 cm-1, 3300 cm-1 and 3000 cm-1 correspond to 

Zn-O stretching, -OH bending and the asymmetric and asymmetric C-H stretching 

vibrations respectively, similar to the results observed in the works of Hosseini et al. 

[104]. The absorption bands near 1000-500 cm-1 and at 1380 cm-1 can be attributed to 

the different vibrational influence of –CO3
2- group. When comparing the two spectra 

for both ZnO and Ag-ZnO, small shifts in peak positions are observed, this result is in 

agreement with Murtaza et al. [105] who studied the influence of Ag addition, 

concluding that the shift may be due to the partial Ag+ substitution in the ZnO lattice. 

Moreover, no other prominent peaks are presented in both samples, indicating the phase 
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Figure 21. XPS spectra of ZnO and Ag-ZnO, with focus on silver. 
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purity and confirming that the desired nanomaterials are prepared successfully. 

4.2 Structural characterization of nanocomposites  

Structural analysis was done for the polymer and nanocomposites to ensure the 

degree of effectiveness in infusing both the nanomaterials dopant and polymer together. 

The modification of the PS polymer using ZnO and Ag-ZnO nanomaterials was 

characterized using XRD and FTIR techniques, to highlight the crystallinity and bond 

frequency change that occurs to the polymeric matrix once the inorganic dopant is 

introduced. 

4.2.1 X-Ray diffraction analysis 

The XRD results are shown in Figure 23.  The small peaks that are visible at the 

30-60º diffraction angle are presented due to the (100), (002), (101), (102) and (110) 

crystal planes of the ZnO [106]. These peaks are found to be prominent upon enhancing 

the Ag-ZnO concentration. The broad peaks observed around 10 and 18º correspond to 

the PS diffractions. The broadened peaks in the pure PS get narrower as the ZnO and 
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Figure 22. FT-IR curves of nano Ag-ZnO. 
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Ag doped ZnO concentration enhances. Moreover, a small peak shift is noticed as the 

concentrations of nanoparticles are increased. This is due to the formation of additional 

phase attributed to the nanoparticle distribution and the interphase generated by silver 

doping at the interstitial sites and ZnO lattice [107]. 

4.2.3 FTIR analysis 

Figure 24 presents the FTIR spectra for all PS nanocomposites. The absorption 

peaks at 3027 and 2923 cm-1 correspond to aromatic C-H stretching. The vibrational 

peaks at 1454 cm-1, 1491 cm-1 and 1602 cm-1 are due to the aromatic C=C bond 

stretching in styrene units, however the intensity change observed is due to the variation 

in nanoparticle concentration and its influence on the PS bond vibrations [107]. While 

the peak at 544 cm-1 corresponds to Zn-O bond vibrations, the peak at 695 cm-1 indicates 

the presence of styrene ring in all the composites [108]. The sharpening of the peaks 

and enhancement in intensity with increasing the filler concentration are indications of 
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Figure 23. XRD pattern of pure PS and Ps/ZnO-Ag nanocomposite. 
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PS/ZnO or Ag-ZnO interactions and might be due to better nano reinforcements in the 

composites [109].  

4.3 Morphological characterization of nanomaterials and polymer composites 

4.3.1 SEM/TEM imaging of ZnO and Ag/ZnO nanomaterials 

SEM and TEM as represented in Figure 25 addressed morphology of the 

nanomaterials. It is clear from the figure that silver doping causes no change in the 

spherical shape of the particles but changes the size and dimension of ZnO. Both SEM 

and TEM clearly illustrate the decrease in dimension of the particles after Ag doping. 

More clearly, the average particle size of ~50 nm for the ZnO was reduced to ~ 30 nm 

in the case of Ag-ZnO as seen in the inset of Figure 25 c and d. This supports the 

decrease in crystallite size observed from the XRD and thus the interstitial silver 

occupancy. In addition, the lattice spacing’s were also calculated as demonstrated in 

the insets of Figure 25c and 25d. For the ZnO, the spacing was 0.80 nm whereas in the 
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case of Ag-ZnO, it increased to 0.95 nm. This also confirms the increase in lattice size 

upon silver doping [60]. Hence the structural and morphological analysis are in good 

agreement, confirming the expansion of ZnO crystal lattice and the substitution of Ag+ 

ions [110].   

4.3.2 SEM/TEM imaging of PS and PS nanocomposites 

 Morphology of the nanofibers were investigated using the SEM (Figure 26). 

The porous nature of the fibers are clearly observed. The pores formation on the surface 

of all fibers is mainly due to the non-solvent induced phase separation mechanism 

[111]. During the synthesis process, the PS undergoes phase separation as the non-

Figure 25. SEM images of a) ZnO and b) Ag-ZnO; TEM images of c) ZnO and d) Ag-ZnO..
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solvent penetrates to the polymer structure. As this happens, electrospinning evaporates 

the solvent and decreases the surface temperature. During the solidification process, the 

composition reverts to its phase separation form, thus the porous structure is created. 

The average pore size as seen in Figure 26 inset is 189 nm, 113 nm, 171 nm, 145 nm, 

96 nm for PS, 2wt.% PS/ZnO. 1wt.% PS/Ag- ZnO, 2wt.% PS/ Ag- ZnO, and 3wt.% 

PS/Ag- ZnO fibers respectively. The pores concentration increases with an increase in 

the nanoparticle concentration, while the fiber diameter decreases. This is observed in 

Figure 26 inset, hence the 3wt.% PS/Ag- ZnO fibers has an average of 500 nanopores 

ranging from 0 to 100 nm, in comparison to the neat PS fiber which has an average of 

100 nanopores ranging from 0 to 100 nm. 

 This again confirms the nanoparticle polymer interfacial interaction and 

influence of Ag-ZnO in fiber and pore formation, as the increase in pores distribution 

seems to be directly linked to the increase in nanomaterials concentration within the 

fiber. Similar behaviour was noticed by Ponnamma et al. through the electrospinning 

of PVDF containing Fe doped ZnO nanomaterials. The increase in nanoparticle 

incorporation led to the decrease in the fibers diameter, as the overall tension in the 

fiber is dependent on the self-repulsion which is induced through excess charges on the 

electrospun jet [112, 113].  Therefore, the addition of Ag doped ZnO nanoparticles led 

to the build up of higher charge density on the surface of the emitted jet and increased 

the overall electric charge of the electrospun polymer composite. The increase in carried 

charges caused higher elongation forces that could overcome the sel-repulsion force. 

Thus leading to the assumption that an increase in carried charges leads to a higher rate 
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of evaporation which causes an increase in porosity and a decrease in the diameter [114, 

115]. 

4.3.3 EDX analysis 

Figure 27 shows the dispersion of the nanoparticles within the PS based 

nanocomposites. Both 2wt.% PS/ZnO and 2wt.% PS/ZnO-Ag samples were analyzed 

for the elements distribution. As shown in Figure 27, the corresponding Zn and Ag 

elements are presented uniformly in respective samples. The effectiveness and 

application of the prepared fibers relies heavily on the uniform distribution of the 
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Figure 26. SEM images for the a) PS and PS nanocomposites b) with 2 wt.% ZnO, c) with 1 wt.% Ag-ZnO d) with 2 

wt.% Ag-ZnO and e) 3 wt.% Ag-ZnO 
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nanomaterials, in order to maximize desired properties of the nanomaterials, including 

increase in porosity and anti-bacterial effect. Furthermore, increase in distribution of 

nanomaterials in the polymer can increase chemical, thermal, and physical properties 

of the matrix [116]. The EDX images  clearly explain the well distribution of the 

nanoparticles within the nanocomposites [117, 118]. This uniform particle distribution 

in the PS fibers can influence the fiber porosity as well. As mentioned earlier in this 

chapter, it is perceived that the increase in the nanomaterials concentration within the 

fibers leads to an increase in the carried charge, causing a networking effect within the 

polymer chains, therefore affecting the elongation time, which allows the fibers to form 

an elongated version with higher pores distribution in comparison to pure PS fibers. 

Figure 27. Energy dispersive spectra and EDX images for 2wt.% PS/ZnO and 2wt.% 

PS/ZnO-Ag nanocomposites. 
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4.4 Mechanical stability of the polymer nanocomposite 

Mechanical stability is a very important characteristic for oil separation 

membranes’ efficiency, as it should withstand high water flux. Table 5 represents the 

mechanical strength in terms of Young’s modulus, tensile strength and elongation at 

break for the PS and its nanocomposites. It is clear from the values that the mechanical 

properties are enhanced with nanomaterials addition [119, 120]. With the Ag-ZnO at 2 

wt.%, the neat PS increased its Young’s modulus and tensile strength by 2.4 times. 

However, the nanomaterials do possess a leveling effect after a specific concentration, 

which is often correlated with the agglomeration issues at higher weight percentages 

[121, 122]. In our case, the optimum filler concentration is identified as 2 wt.% of Ag-

ZnO. It is also noticeable that the insertion of Ag nanoparticles led to the increase in 

young’s modulus and the percentage of elongation at break in comparison to PS and 

PS/ZnO samples. This can be attributed to the increase in the toughening level 

attributed to the presence of Ag nanoparticles, as the inclusion of Ag nanoparticles is 

known for its increase in interfacial fracture resistance and networking effect through 

its occupation of the interstitial sites of ZnO [123]. 

 

Table 5. Mechanical properties of the PS and its nanocomposites containing ZnO and 

Ag-ZnO. 

Samples  Tensile Strength 
(MPa) 

Young’s Modulus 
(MPa) 

Elongation at break 
(%) 

PS 1.20 ± 0.11 13.45 ± 0.33 43.0 ± 2.15 

PS-ZnO 2.15 ± 0.56 15.75 ± 0.25 40.5 ± 2.80 

PS-1AgZnO 1.84 ± 0.53 20.84 ± 0.43 42.5 ± 0.95 

PS-2AgZnO 2.77 ± 0.16 36.56 ± 0.92 39.5 ± 0.50 

PS-3AgZnO 2.52 ± 0.45 34.11 ± 0.85 38.9 ± 2.50 
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4.5 Thermal stability of the polymer nanocomposite 

The thermal stability of the PS nanocomposites is illustrated in Figure 28. It is 

clear from both the thermograms and derivative thermograms that the nanoparticles 

enhanced the degradation temperature of PS and thus the thermal stability. While pure 

PS decomposes at 415. 3º, the nanocomposite containing 2 wt.% Ag-ZnO at 

decomposes at 419.9º. The inset of the figure marks the onset of degradation 

temperature, which also shows the higher thermal stability for the composite containing 

2 wt.% of Ag-ZnO.  The Ag doped ZnO offered better dispersion and improved the 

interfacial interaction with PS, compared to ZnO. This is due to the combined heat 

resistance property of Ag and ZnO as an inorganic thermal retardant. This result is in 

agreement with the findings of Ma et al. [109], where they also noticed an increased 

thermal stability while increasing the ZnO % in a PS resin nanocomposite [111]. 

However, at higher percentages, the possible agglomerations within the polymer 

medium may cause loss of thermal stability due to the reduction in the contact surface 

between the nanomaterials and the polymer matrix. 

Figure 28. TGA curves for the PS and its nanocomposites; inset shows the onset of degradation 

and the derivative thermograms. 
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4.6 Wettability of the PS and PS/Ag-ZnO nanocomposite 

The surface hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity is an important property for oil/water 

separation systems, as the selectivity of oil absorption is a crucial property in the 

separating process. The electrospun fibers are tested for their water contact angle. The 

values are represented in Figure 29, in which the hydrophobicity increase can be clearly 

observed. As the nanoparticles are added to the PS medium, the contact angle value 

increased from 122.3º (pure PS) to a maximum of 136.1º with (3wt.% Ag-ZnO). This 

can be attributed to the improvement in encapsulation efficiency of the nanomaterials 

within a polymeric medium, in addition to the increase in surface roughness on the 

nanoscale level, which is correlated with increase in surface area provided by the 

nanomaterial inclusion [124-126]. The composite containing the 2 wt.% of Ag-ZnO 

possesses a contact angle value of 135.9º indicating the levelling effect of the surface 

hydrophobicity after 2 wt.%. This result is in good agreement with the structural and 

morphological properties of the nanocomposites which clearly indicated the optimum 

Ag-ZnO concentration as 2 wt. %. Surface porosity induced by the non-solvent induced 

phase separation process is also responsible for the higher contact angle in addition to 

the nanoparticle addition. Other researchers have also observed successful increase in 

hydrophobicity through the increase of the nanomaterial content in the polymeric 

substrate, including Radwan et al. where the hydrophobicity of the PVDF increased due 

to the addition of ZnO. This increase was mainly due to the increasing air entrapment 

within the surface interface [127]. 
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4.7 Maximum oil absorption capacity of PS and PS/Ag-ZnO nanocomposite 

Oil absorption capability of the PS nanocomposites were studied using three 

different oils: engine oil, olive oil and mineral oil. The average oil absorption capacities 

obtained for all samples are illustrated in Figure 30. The oil absorption varies with 

various parameters such as viscosity of the oil, amount/area of the fiber, immersion 

time etc. In this case, the amount of the nanocomposite (10 mg), and absorption period 

were kept uniform and the main factors affecting the absorption performance was 

limited to the nature of the nanocomposite and the nature of the oil. In all cases, the oil 

absorption increased with the increase in nanomaterials concentration within the PS 

polymer, this is largely due to the increase in porosity found in the fibers. It is clear 

from the SEM studies that the concentration of nanomaterials led to an increase in pores 

distribution within the fiber. This allowed for enhanced absorption within highly 

concentrated PS/Ag-ZnO sample in comparison to the PS and PS/ZnO samples. Upon 
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Figure 29. Water contact angle values for the PS and PS nanocomposites. 
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comparing the oils, the density and viscosity are the prime factors regulating the 

performance. The density of olive oil (0.924 g/ml) was the highest and that of mineral 

oil (0.869 g/ml) the least. However, the viscosity values of the oils followed the 

following trend engine oil (496 mPas) ˃ mineral oil (154 mPas) ˃ olive oil (68.6 mPas). 

Moreover, the surface tension values of the oils were also measured with respective 

values of 35, 33 and 32 mN/m for the olive, engine and mineral oils respectively. These 

results point towards the combined influence of density, viscosity and surface tension 

of oils on the relative absorption performance of the fibers. Thus the polymer 

nanocomposite can be tailored to the required absorption of oil type and the achieved 

enhancement in the absorption efficiency [128]. Other comparative works showed 

significantly less oil absorption capacity, which were summarized in chapter 2 table 3. 

Co-axil electrospun PS/polyurethane fibers were reported as a similar system with 

value of 64.40 g/g of motor oil [129].  

4.8 Recyclability of the 2 wt.% of PS/Ag-ZnO nanocomposite 
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Figure 30. Oil absorption values for the PS and PS nanocomposites. 
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The durability of the membrane is a prime parameter for possible material 

application. In order to test the industrial usage, clean-ability and reusability of the 

fibers were tested, and the obtained results are compared in Figure 31. Oil/water 

separation efficiency of the best polymer nanocomposite (2 wt.% of Ag-ZnO) (were 

tested using the laboratory set up mentioned in 3.3.9. The separated water in Figure 31 

is compared with the preliminary oil/water mixture in terms of total organic content 

(TOC). It is found that the TOC value for the oil/water emulsion was decreased from 

194.74 ± 0.35 to 155.49 ± 0.5 in separated water, after the first cycle of oil/water 

separation. It is clear from the inset of Figure 32a and 32b that, the oil molecules are 

absorbed within the fibers pores. This is a good evidence for the oil removal efficiency 

of the porous nanocomposite fibers. The repeatability of oil/water separation is shown 

in Figure 31, the same oil/water emulsion sample was filtered continuously for up to 5 

cycles. It is found that the efficiency of separation increases upto cycle 4, however, at 

cycle 5 the sample reached its maximum oil absorption saturation. 
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As represented in Figure 32a (Pure PS) and 32b (2 wt.% of Ag-ZnO), the oil 

wets the fibers during oil/water separation. The pores on the fibers were covered with 

oil, as they are not visible in the figures. Utilizing NaOH as a cleaning surfactant 

enables the fibers to reacquire their porous structure (Figure 32c for pure PS and 32d 

for 2 wt.% of Ag-ZnO), however comparison with the original SEM images of the 

fibers in Figure 26, confirms the reduced pore size and fiber flexibility. The fibers were 

tested for 4 cycles and the results were consistent.   
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Figure 31. Repeatability of oil separation performance by 2 wt.% of Ag-ZnO for 5 consecutive cycles. 

Figure 32. SEM images of a) PS and b) 2 wt.% of Ag-ZnO wetted in oil; c) PS and d) 

2 wt.% of Ag-ZnO washed with NaOH. 
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4.9 Antifouling capability of PS and PS/Ag-ZnO nanocomposite 

Biofouling or formation of hard to remove bacterial films on the surface of the 

material, is a serious problem affecting the durability of the membranes used for oil 

water separation. The antibacterial property of the 2 wt.% of Ag-ZnO fibers (Figure 

33b) is compared against the control (Figure 33a) as indicated. The neat PS itself has 

higher antibacterial property [130], which is further enhanced by the presence of silver 

doped ZnO nanomaterials [131]. This substantiates the possibility of the tailored 

materials usage in oil/water separating applications, due to no bacterial agglomeration. 

This is expected with the modified ZnOAg nanocomposite, as Ag is known for its 

antibacterial behavior. 

 

 

 

 
  

a) 

b) 

Figure 33. a) control, b) 2 wt.% of Ag-ZnO after bacterial growth. Inset shows the bacteria grown samples. 
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The bacterial quantification experiment was done in 3 independent biological 

replicates, through collecting stained bacterial suspension and manually counting the 

bacteria produced. 2-tailed Student’s t-test was applied on the 3 data points. p-value of 

less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. As seen in figure 34 a, the 

bacterial concentration of S. aureus was much lower in the polymer nanocomposite 

sample (3.7x105 cells/ml) in comparison to the control (9.25x105 cells/ml). The reason 

behind the low bacterial concentration of PS-2AgZnO fibers is due to their ability to 

suppress the migration of the bacteria through the membrane, which is in agreement 

with SEM imaging found in figure 33 a) and b).  In addition to the high antibacterial 

activity of silver nanoparticles, which stems from the free radical generation produced 

by Ag metals and ions which are extremely toxic to microorganisms [132, 133].  
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Figure 34. a) bacterial cells grown on control filter and PS/2% Ag-ZnO, b) example of stained bacteria under 60x 

magnication. 
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4.10 Photodegradation capability of PS/Ag-ZnO nanocomposite 

The produced polymer nanocomposite can have another role in water industry, 

which is limiting the presence of toxic organic compounds in water through 

photodegedration. The photodegradation property of 2 wt.% Ag-ZnO polymer 

nanocomposite (Figure 35 a)) demonstrates the capability of the polymer 

nanocomposite to reduce the concentration of common organic test dye rosindulin 

(azocramine G dye) in water through the concentration change recorded at 528 nm. The 

double sulfonated water-soluble red dye clearly started to lose its color after the 3H/4H 

mark, signaling the degradation of the organic structure of rosindulin as seen in figure 

35 inset. This process was initiated through solar irradiation which excites the Ag doped 

ZnO into forming an electron-hole pair, allowing the electron to migrate to the 

nanomaterials surface and react with water to form OH radicals [134], causing a chain 

of reaction between the produced radicals and the rosindulin dye. The rosindulin dye 

has a maximum absorbance at 528 nm, matching the maximum absorbance found in 

literature [135]. Figure 35 b demonstrates the degradation of the dye concentration to 

around 10% after 6 hours of exposure to solar irradiation. The predicted mechanism of 

rosindulin degradation according to Divband et al. [136] starts with solar irradiation 

forming an electron/hole pair in ZnO and Ag, which then reacts with O2 and H2O 

molecules to form OH- radicals, the following radicals then degrade the rosindulin dye 

through oxidation, and the formation of non-toxic fragments.  
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Figure 35. a) The concentration changes of rosindulin at 528 nm in presence of 2 wt.% Ag-ZnO b) The change in 

concentration of rosindulin solution in the presence of 2 wt.% Ag-ZnO. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

In the current study, novel tailored porous nanocomposite were investigated. 

The separation efficiency of the prepared samples exhibited a successful 62% total 

organic concentration reduction. The chemical, physical and mechanical properties of 

these samples were characterized, and the major research findings from this study can 

be summarized as follows: 

 During the nanomaterial synthesis, Ag ions were doped to the ZnO lattice with 

modification on its structural property, and the amount of silver ions was enough 

to significantly improve the polymers properties.  

 Novel approach in producing doped porous fibers using non solvent induced 

phase separation mechanism, which was the reason to form porous fibers during 

electrospinning. Leading to enhanced surface roughness of the fibers, due to 

both the fabrication method and the nanoparticle addition, which is quantified 

through the increase in contact angle from 124 to 136 °. 

 Uniformly distributed Ag-ZnO nanomaterials increases the porosity of the fiber, 

leading to higher frequency of pores within the nano range. This increases 

possibility of absorbing oil, with a maximum absorption capacity of 68.54 g/g 

for mineral oil.  

 The tensile strength and Young’s modulus of the prepared polymer 

nanocomposite is up to 2.4 times higher in comparison to neat PS. 

 The optimum nanomaterial doping concentration was found to be at 2 wt.% Ag-

ZnO, hence the 2 wt.% polymer nanocomposite sample possessed the best 

chemical, mechanical, hydrophobic, and oil retaining properties. 
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FUTURE WORK 

A one-step porous nanocomposite fibers were produced for possible oil/water 

separation, with clear physical and chemical property elevation. This nanocomposite 

had high value of oil retainability, therefore its utilization in disposing of oil 

contaminants in oil spills or industrial wastewater is clear. The novelty emerges from 

the ability to reuse and recycle the sorbent to ensure minimal environmental waste. 

Therefore, the future works aims to fabricate PS nanocomposites with further 

enhanced properties, such as more oil/water emulsion separation cycles, maximum oil 

absorption from industrially contaminated water streams, and better compatibility 

between the nanocomposite and currently used commercial membrane to increase 

their antifouling capabilities.  
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